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The story of SHAPING NEW TOMORROW started in 2015 where we set 
out to change the way people think traditional menswear. Comfort and 
style were hard to combine, and it became a breeding ground of ideas for 
building an international men’s clothing brand.

We work closely with several family-owned factories in Portugal that have 
accumulated vast experience with textiles for generations. Their expertise 
and thorough handling, combined with our visions, provide the recipe for 
comfortable and stylish menswear worn by men around the world.

We have challenged the traditions and reassessed how classic, timeless 
menswear should feel and look. It's a constantly evolving process – and you 
will feel the difference as soon as you try on our clothes.



SHAPING NEW TOMORROW is the fastest growing 

Nordic fashion brand in decades. Every year, we 

expect to achieve revenue growth of 100 %.

Since the beginning, SHAPING NEW 

TOMORROW has opened three flagship stores 

in Denmark and we are planning to open 10 

stores in  Germany within the next couple of 

years. Besides a thriving offline concept, 60 % of 

all revenue is generated through the official 

brand website. 

SHAPING NEW TOMORROW was founded in 

May 2015 by three childhood friends. They set 

out to disrupt a traditional industry, and become 

the preferred choice for business casual clothing 

– stylish yet comfortable. The clothes are 

designed in Denmark and handmade in Portugal.



COPENHAGEN / AALBORG / AARHUS / PORTUGAL

DENMARK / SWEDEN / GERMANY

ODENSE / HAMBURG / BERLIN / MUNICH / 

COLOGNE / FRANKFURT / STUTTGART / 

DÛSSELDORF / LEIPZIG / DORTMUND
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Our signature product is what we so humbly call ‘The Perfect Pants’. 

They are designed to feel like your favorite pair of sweatpants while 

looking like classic and stylish every day pants.

This product alone, is worn by more than 250.000 men in Denmark.

• FreeFiber™ – a unique weave of materials

• Premium US Pima cotton and Lycra® 

• Timeless design

• Extraordinary comfort

• Designed in Denmark

• Manufactured in Portugal



At SHAPING NEW TOMORROW, we develop menswear that challenges 
conventional manufacturing practices within the textile industry – without 
compromising on our core product values of comfort and aesthetics. We 
believe sustainable fashion is about making garments that last beyond 
trends and seasons in a responsible manner.

Honesty and transparency are our most important values. We aim to show, 
not just tell, how we integrate responsible practices into our business. It is 
important for us to create a sustainable balance between the decisions we 
make and the impact we have on the environment.

We are determined to become part of the solution to change the 
reputation of our industry. To us, sustainability is about taking 
responsibility, being honest and transparent, mapping out processes, 
knowing our supply chain and where our products come from, shining a 
light on the issues, and try to find solutions to solve them – and always 
working with the best practices our industry allows us to.



We believe that through emotions and inspiring stories our products come to life. We produce 

all advertisement in-house in our own content department. By investing internally in content, 

we are able to create high-quality content with a higher frequency.

A lot of our content revolves around pioneers; Inspiring people who are doing something out 

of the ordinary and have a real story to tell.

https://youtu.be/4mSxLj7EX1U
https://youtu.be/Z92v_5UJexc
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WHY WORK FOR SNT?
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WHEN YOU’VE TRIED OUR CLOTHES ON YOU GET ADDICTED

First customers wait in line from 6am when we open stores in DK
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FAZ, GQ, STERN, DIE WELT AND MORE... 

- We work closely with a 
local PR agency in 
Hamburg which has 
resulted in features with 
prominent media like 
FAZ, STERN, GQ, Die 
Welt and many more.
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NICO SCHULZ, HAMBURGER BALLET, MORITZ FÜRSTE ETC

- We work with dedicated 
brand ambassadors who 
love our brand. 

- We choose to go for 
long term cooperations, 
not for the money but 
because we like to work 
together.

- All ambassadors are 
carefully chosen and 
have a story to tell. They 
have “Shaper” DNA.

- Watch our videos with:
Moritz Fürste

https://youtu.be/poBdIOgDRYg
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- We like to win and have ambitious plans, plus the proven track record to back it 
up

- We always challenge status quo and never settle for “good enough”

- You will work with dedicated and highly motivated colleagues 

- Fun in a family like team atmosphere is what best characterizes how we work

- Short decision routes, quick actions, agile and maneuverable - this is SNT. 

- You will get a lot of freedom to suggest, follow and implement your ideas  

- We have a stable financial situation and a profitable growth, which enables us to 
continue investing
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WE ARE DEDICATED, AMBITIOUS AND WE ABSOLUTELY LOVE SNT
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WE ARE LOOKING FOR 
YOU!
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ARE YOU …

… passionate about online marketing?

… a fashion lover?

… excited about International markets?

… a true hero when it comes to online research?

… ready for a “Shaping” experience?

… READY FOR THE COOLEST INTERNSHIP IN 

     INTERNATIONAL MARKETING?

JOIN NOW!
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WHAT IS IT ABOUT?

THE MAIN TASKS INCLUDE:

- Conduct research to explore new opportunities for growth in 

new markets

- Conduct research to understand international customer needs

- Update of performance reports monthly as well as ad hoc

- Analyze performance and trends

- Monitoring and optimization of website content

- Translation into one or more of the following languages: EN, DE, 

SE, NO, NL

FACTS:

- START: ASAP - but latest in February 2021

- Minimum of 4 months

- Full-time 
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WHAT MAKES THE “RIGHT” SHAPER?

ARE YOU ...

… proactive, eager to learn, and self-driven?

… able to stay calm in an ever-changing work environment?

… numbers and data-savvy?

… having  a fundamental understanding of digital marketing?

… structured and detail-oriented?

… having strong communications skills, as you will be working with

     many different colleagues?

… native or have a bilingual level of German, Swedish, Norwegian, or

     Dutch as well as strong verbal and written English skills?

Your answer is YES to all the questions? 

Then YOU are the one we are looking for!



www.shapingnewtomorrow.com

https://www.facebook.com/ShapingNewTomorrowDK/

https://www.instagram.com/shapingnewtomorrow/

Get in touch:
Annika: al@shapingnewtomorrow.com
Tine: tbp@shapingnewtomorrow.com 

http://www.shapingnewtomorrow.com/
https://www.facebook.com/ShapingNewTomorrowDK/
https://www.instagram.com/shapingnewtomorrow/
mailto:al@shapingnewtomorrow.com
mailto:tbp@shapingnewtomorrow.com

